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Welcome to Gas New Zealand, a joint publication of the LPG Association of NZ and the Gas Association of NZ.

Gas New Zealand is published regularly as a part of the industry's efforts to encourage the direct use of LPG and GZOl in households and small businesses.

Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers numerous environmental and energy efficiency benefits, and Gas New Zealand hopes to assist consumers and explain reasons about the three advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy asset.

In this issue:
- Plan gas for Christmas with NZ Gas
- Jars urges to save gas at home
- Needing self-inflicted productive
- Meet the Minister Productive
- Write your letters
- GAS NEW ZEALAND
- Representing New Zealand's Gas Industry
- Smart, Clean, Efficient

PLAN FOR GAS IN CHRISTCHURCH

The Finance Minister of the Christchurch City Council and his colleagues will be invited to preview the plan.

The LPG Association has a role to play in the recovery of Christchurch and the creation of a more sustainable Christchurch.

Peter Lee (LPG Association Chairman) says gas is the key to Christchurch's recovery.

MEETING WITH MINISTER PRODUCTIVE

A meeting with the Minister for Energy and Resources, Mr John Key, and Andrew Scales (LPG Association Chairman) regarding the importance of gas in the economic recovery of NZ.

KIMS URGED TO SERVICE THEIR GAS APPLIANCES

Owners of household gas appliances are being urged to have them serviced before winter.

This is the message from Gas New Zealand, which says an annual service will keep gas appliances operating efficiently and safely.

The beauty of gas is that it's clean and energy-efficient, making it an ideal fuel for cooking and heating.

The value of gas is that it's clean and energy-efficient, making it an ideal fuel for cooking and heating.
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